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1. Introduction 

The CorxelS storage ring CESR, designed to collide 
one b,Jrch of e with or.e bunch cf e- at energies up to 
8 GeV each, is used nL~os; exclusively for research on 
b-quark physics (the T region, 4.5 - 5.6 C;eV rjer beam!. 
Eere the radiation. loss is lens than one-quar'-er the 
design maximum--1ow enough to relax beam-current limi- 
tations due to total rf ~cwer, yet still high enough 
tc provide a comfortable az.oun: of racXstion damping 

( T'rad = 22 ns), which helps con",rcl beam instabilities. 
Performance is thereTore relatively gcod. WLth single 
b.2nches, the luminosity (,whizh scales roughly as S') 
reaches about 1.6~10~icm-zs-~ at 5.4 GeV. This is 
achieved with bunc:1 currents of about 1: mA, in a re- 
plme kere yierticel beam blosnil: due to the beam-beam 
interaction makes L = I rather ttan I'. The beam cur- 
rent is Limited to this level by the onset of suMen 
beam losses during colilsion. 

To raLse t:?e lwninoslty, C3S3 kas since 1983 ape- 
rated with multiple bunches in each beam. At tb.e un- 
wncted crossing points within The suide-field arcs, 
these bunches are separated ir 'ihe hcrizontal plane: 
e+ acd e- orbits are oppositely distorted, "pre;sel" 
fashion, -9y a pair of electrostazic separators near 
:he ends of each arc (Fig.1). The orbits still coin- 
cide around the two interaction points, and m'lst do s3 
very accl;rztely of course. The required .?odifications 
sf CESR and early experience with multiburch opera- 
tion, -eke described previousl;~ [l]. 

We repor: our progress he-e , as an exazzple of the 
considerations applying when TWO beams are bedded side- 
by-side in the same aperture, separated jy electrosta- 
tic s-ceering elements. The topics are: design cons- 
traints, Sec.2; lattice-ootloal 2nd orbi; effec:s, Sees 
3 and 4 ; and beam performance, Sets. 5 and 6. 

Table 1 

Some CESR %cwne 7% T'S 
inJpicaJy Lwnimsit~j Lattioc, 5.g %V// 

. Revol~~tion freqGenc:,r f0 = 39C kHz 

Magnetic bending radius p=a8 m/32m 

Chamber spersure A x, AZ = +45, ~25 mm 

Betn;ron tLnes r. cl 
3 ' 'z = 9.39, 3.371 

6 func:ion (typ, in arcs) ~=a-35m 

Dispersion fur.c;ion !t:ip: ri=<3rn - 
!%orizontnl betatron eXitlance E = 1.6% 10-7 2 

x 
Nomentlzn compaction factor cl = 0.915 

P 
Radiation loss UO = 1.12 XeV/t-irr. I 1 

Xoment;lm spread ' - cp/g - 5.8~ lo- 4 

At -"r,teIYzc tiov: PoiYLts is,'::! : 0; = cl.?/ 1.2 m 

a; = 3.25/ 3.0 cm 

[G0???7.?A71 * I? = 'Z.78 / 0.70 m 
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F-:3. I: e+ nmi c- ortiie; ix guide-fieid arcs of CES? 
ino'- to scale;, ,Fwm-dntsr noints for 7 x 7 h,m?hes, 
at me time, shown Cr. b3a-~Y~:; hmckes also meet at 

?,OC&iOFL~ n 4 C'w? do t t e d . 

2. Easic 3esign Consicersti3ps 

Pretzel clcsure [c]: The 1at:ice is constrained (by 
--,findividual qurdrupn:e gradients) ",o ?ro- adjus'ment 
duce exactly 57 horLzonCa1 ber,atron phase aivsnce je- 
been the seaarefors ,at the ends of each pretzel. This 
closure condition is trimme?, operationally, b:r tra- 
ding qualrupole gradier,t within the pretzel for quadru- 
poles outside, keeping the tune of the machine 'cots- 
tent. At the sane +ime, -he ratio of separator deflec- 
tion azgles is trimmed as needed. Figure 2 illustrates 
the degree of closure obtained under optimum conditions, 
measured as the orbiz displacement pro$.uzed by turning 
on and off a pretzel in just one of ihe twc arcs [3]. 
Residcal errers outsice the pretzel region are well 
below 0.1 mm, which Is small compared to the horizontal 
beam dimensions (typ:cally, ox = 2 - 3 mm). 

Pretzel s ymmetrv: 1 We have tried s>metric and ztisym- 
metric pre:zels in the two arcs, end;ng wi>h a slight 
preference for the antismetric patterr. (as shown in 
Fig.1). This elir.inates, :o firs: order, tune diffe- 
rences between the two be~ams and lateral separation a: 
Eollision 
leaves o& 

which occurs at the s'ymmetry pcinzs. ;t 
the 3ossibility of angular errors between. 

the beams at crossing, and breaking of the two-fold 
suFerperiod for each beam, as regards betatro? phase 
shift from one crossing to the other [4]. 

Orbit isochrory: A deflection 8 at a pclnt where the 
dispersion function is rl produces an orbit elongation 
of rie. Thus The Fretzel lea;res the orbit length ~ln- 
cha=ged, and does nst perturb the particle's synchro- 
tron phase, if '1131 + n5g2 = @, for the tvo deflec'icns 
at the ends of The pretzel. Since fcr closure we re- 
quire Biv'&+ e,v$ = 0, we canstraic The lattice zo 
yield 

L 
- - 

‘i] ,‘/I<, = llJ”‘3, 

In nd1llt.i c,n, nnt~symmetrfc pret:<els ls:tve -he orbits 
isochronous, overall, ever withcl;t this -onstraint. 
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?retzel 11ti1izat,ion: This :zn be gauged by how nearly 
tie factor sinl;n approaches unity, where in is the 
:loriz:~rii;a.l betatron phase aiiiance frcm 2 secarator to 
tk cth &!olct of (separated) bunch encounter in the 
w-35. We typically achieve a utilization of 2% least 
0.3, i.e., the minimum Souncl-.-bunch separation is ?C" 
of the maximum it would reach, relative to the local 
beam dimension CJ~. An impression of this, for the case 
of 7~ 7 bunches, is cormeyed by Fig.1; because our rf 
X~lmerOlcgy dues not permit equal s~acin& of 7 bunches, 
the bunches are there shovn lengthened to represent 
the i-1.,8-m variation in the actual bunch en-center 
Faint, depending on the particular pair of bunches in- 
volved. (For 3 x 3 bunches we ha-Je equal spacing. "he 
lattice can be optimized separately for 3- and for :- 
burch o?erztion, If desired.) 

3. SeXtllFole Patterns 

?kst storage rings'are operated at slightly posi- 
tive ctromatlcy 5 = (p/Q)(dG,/dp), obtained by suitably 
distributed sextu~oles. There are usually at least 
two "families" of sextupoles: those near points of 
maxlxm ox, and those near maximum ez. This permits 
control of chromaticity in both planes. In the pre- 
sence of pretzels, these sextupoles now become the 
sukj ec5 of particular concern, because the separated 
orbits pass far of?-center through many of them. This 
leads :o distortions of the lattice functions which may 
affect the two beams differentially. Overall, sextu- 
hole effects play a dominant role In the pretzel 
szheme--second only to worry ejout the availability of 
-nl?Yci.ent epert-ure to accommodate the be,u?s physLcal1:;. i 

Off-center passage of the closed orbit through a 
sextu?ole introduces a quadrupole term. For a horizon- 
tal offset this represents a normal quadrJpole, modi- 
fying the focusing and consequently the 5 function. 
A vertical offset produces a skew-quadrupcle term that 
adds x-z coupling. (Vertical offsets may occur through 
orbit misalignment, but also differentially between 
the be:L?s due to pretzel imperfections; see below.) 

we require that the betatron phase advances through 
the Fretnels remein equal for the two beams, in both 
planes. ~0 achieve this, sextupole strengshs nay be 
m&odified within the pretzels appropriately, but these 
c:3angp~ must no: disturb the desired chromaticity in 
either plane. Altogether this calls for four degrees 
of freedom, i.e., for four families 35 sextupoles 
within the pretzel. 
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PIy-. 3: 3rb it d~if~fermce ,pYxhm;! bv tiimir.g on mi! off 
2 &lye ;Zd i zn ,;us t 0n.e cp t&? arcs. _I i’Joca SCaLe ~OnpYw!s- 
s7’on 5.J 2. fLzcmr 0-c c IO witkin the pretzel regiorL. 

Beyond changing the be-at-on phase advance, modi- 
fi-ation of the 6 function for a displaced orbit effec- 
tively mismatches the lattice, lsunckring a B wave that 
perturbs the whole ring. Dependm,~ 211 latti.ce details, 
this change of 0 mzy be especially irksome near :he 
interaction uoint-. 2 Bar use of further degrees of free- 
dom in the skxtupole pattern, B and E' can be correctly 
matched at the ends of the pre:zel. 

With 3: sextlupoles within each pretzel, there is 
ample freedom in princi-cle for adj.lsting their excita- 
ticns so as to meet many requirements. However, in some 
of the resulting patterns, individ-La1 sextucoles may be 
assigned -uncomfortably high strengths, giving rise to 
concern abollt the reslulting limitation of dynamic aper- 
ture. Our design optimizatiors have been weighted to- 
ward minimizing rjeak sextupole excitation [s]. Opera- 
ting experience indicates that, in a lattice where the 
3 wave is uncomfortable, it pays to use a gattern which 
reduces this wave. Beyond this observation, no signi- 
ficact effects attributa3le to sextuFcle pattern haIre 
so far been identified. 

4. Some Further Details -_____ 

Vertical orbit differences: Any coupling element at a 
ooint of horizontal crbit seoaration introduces an in- 
cidental vertical orbit difference which can crcpsgete 
to the interaction pcints, misalignin the bJnches at 
collision. For example, when the orbit passes through 
a sextupole above or below the median plane, a skew- 
quadrupole component is encoilntered. Skew q.uadrupoles 
also result from inadvertent tilt of the guide-field 
quadrupoles. In either case, a (deliberate! horizon- 
tal cffset then translates into a vertical deflection. 
(Vertical orbit separation can also be caused by acci- 
dental tilt of the separators themselves.) 

iie compensa:e for vertical orbit separation by 
empirical adjustment o? two skew-quadrupole correc:ion 
elements within each pretzel. Under optimum cor.di;ions, 
the vertical orbit "ripple" outside the pretzel region 
(Fig.2) is small enough, even relative to the small 
.rertical beam size, to make further 'correction at the 
intersection points unnecessary. (We tried such a cor- 
rection without obtaining any increased luminosity.: 

Vertical ripple witi?& the pretzel, even thcugh 
compensated overall to cancel any orbit separation at 
crossicg, can still induce vertical dispersion and ver- 
tical betatron emittance. Eott these effects augment 
the vertical beam size at crossing. Hcwever, in com- 
paring the luminosity degradation produced by tvo pret- 
zels of different internal vertical ripple, we cbser- 
ved no correlation with this particular aspect. 

Differential coupling parameters: "he x-z co1uplict: of 
the beams must usually be adj-Jsted critically to obtain 
maximum lumincsity. Vith separated orb'its (involving, 
Car example, accidental vertical disslacements within 
the pretzels at the sextupoles), ii is pcssible f'zr 
the two beams to have different coup!.ings. Not only 
might this influence the beam-beam interaction mecha- 
nism, but it might alsc lea-re the two 'ce~ms colllJing 
with el‘ip+ical cross A y sections tilted ciifr‘erent, wags 
so as to reduce their effective overlap. The use of 
skew 8eztuooies 
effects. -P 

within the :,retzels can correct su-h 
do far we have worked wi;h only one s-lch 

skew sextupole per pretze!. These elements arc ad.jus- 
ted to have both beams well deccupled simultaneously; 
from this initLa1 settir,q, the cper,ators o:cnsionn1ly 
find that small empirical changes f:i~n be he!-f'll. 

Inj ectiori : Injection is in :he hcrizont-i.! plane ,it CZP, 
impressing on the in.:rcted parti':Les lar;-e oscillaticn 
<amplitudes that subequently ~!nmy awa:;. ::i t!lr cass 'Cf 
e- (which must be in:ecto.i ap-iinst ?. +;11:1 s'?cke! ef 
beam!, we then have t:?e Ir.jecterl r‘-- i nitiallv running 
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:he gauntlet of opposing bunches with inadequate se>r~- 
ration. As a result inJection becomes progressively 
harder as more numerous and more intense e + bun:hts 
tare .utilized. l;!e have taken t-m s:exs tc increase the 
effefztixie bunch sqaratisn during injection: 

ia) The e- ‘oear (but not the e+ beam) is subjected to 
a short magneti: deflectton directly after iqiecticn, 
timed so as to r&uce the injecticc amplitude and give 
a corresponding excitation to the stored e- beam in- 
stead. This retlistribution of the unavoidable evil 
reduces the maximum oscillation amplitude to be carried 
by any e-) stored or injected. The magnetic pulser Is 
lccsted off-center at a pretzel maximum and can thus 
influence the e- much more than the e+. 

(b) We add a component of vert&al separation in the 
injection lattice, cbtained (unavoidably!! from lack 
of closure of the vertical-separator orbit bumps in 
the ;wo interaction regions. Those separators were 
for:& away from their ideal L?O" points bjr physical 
constraints when CESR was eqllipped with mini-beta in- 
sertions; now we capitalize on this result by arran- 
&in?; the lattlze so as to place pesks of vertical 
beam separation near most of the bunch encounters in 
the w--s. Though this separation is small (typlzcrlly 
'3 mm), it helps very noticeably with injection. 

In addi:ion, a thinner in,lectL'on senturn has beer. 
built, which should further reduce the inJec:ion amp- 
litude. This septum will be installed soon. 

5. Performance 

The orbit and lattice-optical aberrations produced 
by the pretzels can be brought under control, and we 
believe that we have gone a long way toward elimira- 
ting problems specificaLly associated with such errors 
Instead, multibunch performance is limited by some 
more directly inherent features. 

Scrizontal-auerture requirements: h'e observe that 
beams in collision develop non-gaussian "tails" in 
their 13orizon:al, as well as in their vertical, den- 
sity profiles. The well known vertical blowup is 
what normally limits the beam currents and lowers 
the specific luminosity. The horizontal blorsup is 
less i:rsmatiz, especially when expressed in terms of 
the much larger horizontal beam emittance; yet it 
proves to be a painful surtax on our already over- 
sirained aperture. In the range from 8 - 16 I&, the 
tails grow by 1 - 2.50, (Fig.3). To provide clearance 
from the walls as.well as between the tails of either 
beam and the center of the other, this adds 3 - 7.5~~ 
t3 ;he required aperture, which translates into 9 - 
:3 mm at points of maximum ox. 
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Minimum pretzel amolitude: '3c accommodate the large- 
ampliVlde particles safely, the bunch separation at the 
encounters bec:omes so large that the beam-optical in;er- 
sc;ion at the ewes of the bunches is quite small. The 
beam-beam dipole force produces orbi: ripples of no 
more than about 0.5 mm. The quadrupole term, with 7x 7 
bunches of 10 m4 each, gives a tune shift @x= 4 x10-?, 
with AQ, even smaller [l]. This tlune shift is corrected 
when the operator ap:imizes conditicns for luminosity. 

We have co hard-and-fast data on the distance of 
minimum apprcach actually permissible between a particie 
in the i&S cf one bunch and the center of the opposing 
bunch. That depends on circ.mstences, pnrtic~llarly when 
the machine is tuned ,critically to cope with the beam- 
be?m effec; at the interaction poin+r u.7. However, there 
is a fairly definite minimum pretzel amplitude belcw 
which lifetime suffers (Fig.4). The pretzel amplitude 
fcr best luminosity is somewhat larger than this minimum. 

Colliding-beam performance: Azhievin,: maximum lumi- 
cosity is something of an art. ir most c+-e- colliders. ., 
and C&R is no exception. This makes rigorous compari- 
son of performance under various conditions difficult; 
normally there is not time to optimize the situation 
in all cases, an3 the condition most recently honed to 
fine perfection has an unfair ad-Jantsge. Hcwever , cur 
initial experiments wit:? turning on the pretzels indi- 
cated a consi&ernble luminosity degrsda:ion, Leading 
US, in [l], tc remark that "we find ourselves with a 
new machine on our hands." Progressive reducticn of 
the various secondary effects discussed in Secticns 3 
and 5 has gradually improved the situatlcn. 

At present, turning on the pretzels tends to de- 
grake the luminosity by no more than 10 - 155, a le.rcl 
beyond which further progress becomes very tedious. 
Figure 5 illustrates this performance. The machine- 
studies data were taken with 1, 3, and 7 blnches per 
beam under otherwise similar conditions; the 1x1 phy- 
sics run has no pretzels, of course. 'On the wtxle, 
luminosity per bunch is rougUy independent of the 
numjer cf bunches. However, the total lminosity 
achie?ab:e is limited in another way: the maximum 
bunch cllrrents that can be used become progressively 
smaller. The lifetime under collision decreases much 
faster with current in the multibunch situation (Fig. 
61. This decrease is not irconsistect with onr known 
aperture budget, including the nongaussian tails. 

Another, presently much more painful limitation 
arises from the side effects cf :he large total beam 
current. For a period of several weeks, CESR was ope- 
rated regularly wi;h '7~ 7 bunches, reaching total 
beam currents of ~60 ITA. The general vacuum accommo- 
dated to this load relatively easily. The rf cavity, 
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on the 3?her hard, showed dnnqerous heating of the 
cezami3 input vindou, zausegd by ;hr larger rf pzwer 
reqUirTent and bj- the higher-order mcde losses induced 
by the beam. Ultimately, window cracking forced 2 re- 
i;reat to 3 x : b.lnckLes. Work on an imprcved ca:rity 
window L c under way. 

k.minosit-r .s1mm3r-i: I TXe 1l;linosities achieved during 
regular rur.r.ing, at each of tne two interaction points, 
are as fol..ows: 

Feak Integrated 
(me day) 

Ix 1: 1.6x 103: cm-?s-1 600 nb-l 
?I 3: 2.6~1031 cm-2,-l 9CO nb-l 
7x 7: 3.7x 103: cm-:3-1 14CO nb-l 

The 3x 3 performance, limited by lifetime degradation, 
prcbably represents the present machine's capabilities. 
The 7x7 luminosity was restricted by the rf caTrity's 
total-cllrrent limit; there is goo~l expectation That the 
peak luminosity may rise to around 4.5~10~~ cm-'s-l, 
once this restriction has been overcome. 

Outlook: Eey'znd genfral improvements being planned 
(mizrn-jeta interaction regions, injection directly 
into the luminosi-ty Lattice), specific ideas concerning 
the mcltiblnzh limitations are scarze. 3orizon;al aper- 
t'u-e shortage appears to be the major problem.. Short 
of reconstrlzting CESP entirely, this problem could be 
alleviated only if the horizontal beam size unier col- 
liding-beam conditions could be reduced. 
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6. MiscellanewJs Problems 

Multibunch instabilities: Such instabilities are cb- 
served, mainly for horizontal betatron oscillaticns, 
and have been s:udied extensively [,s]. Fortunately 
they have presented nc serious operational problems, 
since they do not occur after the beams are in colli- 
sion and since up to that point they can be controlled 
by the use of positive chromaticity and narrowband 
transverse feedback. 

Ion trapping: The separated e- beam can trap ions. - 
This leads to reduced lifetime as well as to conside- 
rable modification of the beam's dynamiz properties. 
Very occasionally, a CESR run does in fact revert sud- 
denly into a short-lifetime condition, from which it 
can only rarelyy be rescued. (Single e- beams display 
ion trapping more regularly, but they can often be 
"shocked" back by some sudden, violent perturbation. 
Colliding beams are not so robust.) We have so far not 
studied the ion-trapping problem extensively. 
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